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Seen/Unseen
Gladys-Katherina Hernando, 2014

Ours is a culture based on excess, on overproduction; the
result is a steady loss of sharpness in our sensory experience…What is important now is to recover our senses. We
must learn to see more, to hear more, to feel more. [1]
– Susan Sontag, 1966
Los Angeles is a place filled with history and mystery, a
place that has spawned many cults and spiritual groups
– Scientology was invented in Hollywood and Aleister
Crowley’s followers converged in here – as much as it has
propagated ideas of the superficial, urbanism, geography,
and culture. It is a place with many industries, from
fashion to pornography, that impact the lives of those
who live here. There is a certain energy that exists in this
place that in its intangible nature is almost impossible to
articulate. It comes from the landscape, from proximity to
nature, from the sun, from the moon, from the few visible
stars, and from miles of asphalt. This intangible quality
is created from these natural elements but is propagated
by the imagination. It is a search for the poetic rather
than the necessarily logical. Next to the feeling, there are
few ways to visualize the unseen, in alternative modes
of consciousness, or in seeing through art. This idea has
been explored over the decades in art, especially in the
work of the curator James Johnson Sweeney.
Throughout his career, which spanned from the 1940s
to the 1970s, Sweeney worked to articulate the modes
of consciousness found in modern art by working to
emancipate the potential of “imaginative, mystically
oriented aesthetic experience” [2] to figure more heavily
than was acknowledged by his contemporaries, (i.e.
Clement Greenberg, et al.). During his tenure at the
Guggenheim and at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston,
Sweeney was in the search of the “unseen through
the seen,” engaging the motifs of mysticism in his
curatorial projects. In his view, the “instrumental capacity
of aesthetics to express – and potentially induce –
transformational and transcendent states of being,
coupled with the imaginative capacity to promote the
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viewer’s symbolic ability to occupy multiple temporal and
spatial locations simultaneously.” [3] Sweeney’s position on
modern art opened the potential for an experience beyond
the aesthetic, in contrast to the prevalent ideology of the
autonomous object in modernist discourse. His work, which
focused on artists such as Duchamp, Alberto Burri, Jean
Tinguely, and Eduardo Chillida, opened the discourse of
modernism into the larger realm of consciousness, expanding
the idea of abstraction into one that included the possibility
for the viewer to enlarge their vision of art into the realm of the
real and the imaginary. Though his work is specifically related
to modern art, the advanced concepts espoused by Sweeney
resonate today. As we culturally connect further through
devices and media, there is a a backlash to the movement:
a return to the body, to the self, and to the soul. Artists
have returned to these central concepts in order to define a
changing age. Considering Sweeney’s curatorial framework
as its inspiration, this exhibition contemplates a contemporary
return of the discourse of mysticism and the transcendental in
current artistic practices.
The nineteen artists in the exhibition The White Album are
involved in the exploration of ideas of alchemy, animism,
vitalism, magic, corporeal transformation, and wonder.
Ideas that generate a connection to the universe that exists
outside of ourselves and push against established intellectual
and cultural norms. The possibility to see the unseen is
unparalleled in art and if we reach closer to the unspoken
truths that exist within and around works of art, we might find
a deeper understanding of ourselves and the world around
us. In search of the things we can not explain, artists present
questions that occupy the space of consciousness, with the
hopes that we might see the unseen within the work and into
the beyond.
I read the book The White Album by Joan Didion on a house
boat in the middle of Lake Powell, Utah, surrounded by a vast
expanse of water and the wilderness of nature – the kind of
beauty that only exists in the west. Like many, I moved to
California to escape, to start anew, and this unassuming book
explained many of the unanswered questions that I had in my

mind about California. In its various chapters – covering
topics such as the end of the sixties, the importance
of water in the desert, the decadence of the newly
opened Getty Villa, among others – I found a source
that described some of those intangible meanings that
surrounded me, answers to the oral history that became
part of my own Los Angeles narrative. For Didion, the
end of the sixties was the motivating force behind her
collection of essays, but its narrative was about the loss
of social and cultural progress, and the breakdown of
structures that maintained sanity among the populous.
Today the questions asked by Didion remain: Where do
we locate ourselves in the midst of a time of political
stalemate, turmoil, and war? Where does our current
narrative exist? Where is the potential of imagining the
future? “Ancient fountains once worked, and drowned
out that very silence we have come to expect and want
from the past,” [4] says Didion in her essay on The Getty
Villa, proposing a series of rhetorical questions that
repeat themselves every few decades. Answers that
come with the end of one era and the beginning
of another.

Notes Toward a Dreampolitik
With the exhibition The White Album, I seek to reveal
another rupture, one that marks a return to the
metaphysical as a way to orient artistic practices. In
place of the rupture, I propose a cultural narrative based
in memory, history, and the transcendental. Responding
to the various industries and histories that surround
Los Angeles, each of the artists tell their own unique
stories in order to live and attempt to unravel the various
psychological states of art making in a location full of
sunlight and expansive skies. It is an investigation of
the possibility of the spiritual and the mystical to subtly
influence the experience of place around us. Using the
art of poetics, the artists in the exhibition explore the
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physical and natural elements of their surroundings.
I am reminded of the explorations of the Light and Space
movement in the 1960s, Bruce Nauman claiming that artists
reveal mystic truths, or Bas Jan Ader’s tragic journey In
Search of the Miraculous (1975). The search for the intangible
qualities of the psyche and the metaphysical has not ceased
to influence and direct the attention of artists working in the
places where logic can not reach. Whether considered to
be spiritual or conceptual, these artists were influenced by
Western philosophies and cognitive sciences. Sol LeWitt wrote
in his “Sentences on Conceptual Art” that artists were mystics
rather than rationalists, “they leap to conclusions that logic
cannot reach.” [5] In pushing against cultural and intellectual
norms, artists (and curators) give life to the possibility of
changing the direction of society and culture-at-large, infusing
art with poetic, mystical, and political impulses that combine
to crystalize a vital energy, ultimately connecting with the
viewer’s consciousness and perception. With this hope, the
exhibition The White Album presents an inspirational vision
that asks the viewer to not forego the past or fear the future,
but to look into the present for answers that define
whatever comes next.
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The Mislaid Script and the
Improbable Diagnoses
Lia Trinka-Browner, 2014

A script is like a blueprint. Its structure is implicitly
cut-and-dried, consisting of present tense action and
dialogue: standard, laid-out, plotted, and principally
adapted for the sake of a fictional story made into film
form. Joan Didion, in conjunction with her own fiction and
literary journalism practice, worked on and off for years in
Hollywood as script writer and consultant. It’s important
to see the distinction between how a script operates,
with its directional, theatrical set-up and how an essay
like Didion’s The White Album operates, informed by the
idea of script as obvious, present tense, manifestationoriented structure. This essay however, is calculating,
structurally varied, and temporally recirculated. There
is a set-up and description, but almost all resolve or
meaningful finality is left open-ended, as a way of
addressing the very issue of narrative breakdown itself.
“I was supposed to have a script, and had mislaid it. I was
supposed to hear cues and no longer did. I was meant
to know the plot, but all I knew was what I saw: flash
pictures in variable sequence, images with no “meaning”
beyond their temporary arrangement, not a movie but a
cutting room experience.” [1]
Comprised of 15 interwoven segments, this seminal essay
points toward a certain version-of-events. These events,
referred to as “the Sixties” (circa 1966-1971) include but
are not limited to: the murder of Ramon Navarro by two
“hustlers” in Laurel Canyon, the Tate-Bianca murders in
Los Feliz, Didion buying Manson follower Linda Kasabian
a dress for her Los Angeles court date, Didion sitting

in on a Sunset Blvd. recording studio session waiting
alongside The Doors for Jim Morrison’s arrival, Didion
witnessing Huey P. Newton and Eldridge Cleaver’s
calculated media rhetoric at Alameda County Jail, Didion
seeing “revolutionary” unrest at Sacramento State,
Didion’s run-ins with Scientology and the eccentric plans
of certain musicians’ night lives (gardenias, cocktails
and mercurial dinner reservations). Between these
events are intimate yet pragmatic admissions of her
own private life - auspicious underpinnings behind the
smell of jasmine and the tunes of Bob Dylan, attacks
of vertigo and nausea, somatization disorders – all
enforcing and illustrating this certain version-of-events
and acutely asking the question What has happened to
the narrative?
So much has been said about the entryway to this
essay which contains the following sentences: “We
tell ourselves stories in order to live” and “We live
entirely, especially if we are writers, by the imposition
of a narrative line upon disparate images, by the ‘ideas’
with which we have learned to freeze the shifting
phantasmagoria which is our actual experience… Or at
least we do for a while. I am talking here about a time
when I began to doubt the premises of all the stories
I had ever told myself, a common condition but one I
found troubling.” [2] The latter of these two inclusive

and immensely important edicts introduces a critical
idea: that we cannot always freeze or write through time
to make sense of it, meaning that the improbable can
always become probable.
In many instances Didion conflates her personal
experience as a mirror for the Sixties. In one astute
segment that exemplifies her awareness of control,
Didion acknowledges her list of items “To Pack and
Wear” and “To Carry” that she had taped inside her
closet door during her reporting days: 2 skirts, 2 jerseys
or leotards, 1 pullover sweater , 2 pair shoes, stockings,
bra, nightgown, robe slippers, cigarettes, bourbon, bag
with: shampoo toothbrush and paste, Basis soap, razor,
deodorant, aspirin, prescriptions, Tampax, face cream
powder, baby oil, mohair throw, typewriter, 2 legal pads
and pens, files, and a house key. She admits that the one
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thing that she had missing from these lists was a watch.
She writes “This may be a parable, either of my life as a
reporter during this period or of the period itself.” [3] As
for her attacks of vertigo and nausea she also writes that
they did not seem to be “inappropriate response(s) to the
summer of 1968.” [4]
Martin Amis, in a review of The White Album, described
Didion’s writing on the passage of time as ”reflexive crosshatching.” [5] In this way, it’s interesting to consider The
White Album as a structural drawing of these events and
this time period, doubling back over itself. Didion highlights
that there are stories in which we know the conclusion
and have the script then there are stories in which we
do not and no writing will force out real meaning. She
cross-hatches, traces and doubles back over so many
ideas: a framed “house blessing” welcoming strangers
at her mother-in-law’s home and the “senseless-killing
neighborhood” where Didion lived on Franklin Avenue;
the “Fifteen Demands” of the San Francisco State College
strike and Didion’s fifteen segments; how she and Roman
Polanski, Sharon Tate’s husband, share a godchild; how
she was named a Los Angeles Times “Woman of the
Year” in 1968 just after a psychiatric hospital visit. This
repetition, sometimes ironic and always purposeful, not
only occurs when she reveals these intimate symptoms
as in-line with a collective public consciousness, but also
with language and naming. The title The White Album
was a counteracting decision based on Charles Manson’s
use of the Beatles song “Helter Skelter.” While Manson
claimed the song, Didion claimed the entire epithetic,
double-sided album. And despite her best attempts to
write through this time period of paranoia undermining
spiritual free love, a windows-open attitude while a killer is
on the loose, consciousness and clarity are subverted not
only by Charles Manson, but Manson’s double – Didion’s
own reveal of her diagnosis of Multiple Sclerosis. She was
writing through not having the script, both metaphorically
and medically.

35 years later The White Album still maintains gravity and
re-readability, especially for those of us who live or have
lived in Los Angeles- a strange city that has Hollywood
built into its history and identity. Scripts are common
conversation, celebrity lives next door and the perpetually
warm seasons and palm trees belie the darker underbelly of
crime and trauma. Some might argue that we are now more
anxious and vulnerable with the current narrative structure
than ever; that the improbable becomes probable every day
and that we live on the “cutting room experience” of the
media and technological accessibility.
Whether you believe that or not, identifying with the desire
to stave off imminent destruction or improbable diagnosis is
all too familiar. Didion ends the essay with Paul Ferguson,
who, while serving a life sentence for killing Ramon
Navarro, won a PEN fiction prize. She states that “Writing
had helped him, he said to ‘reflect on experience and see
what it means.’” and then, “…but writing has not yet helped
me to see what it means.” [6] There is significant meaning

inside her construction of the narrative breakdown as her
deliberate inability to “see what it means” places the essay
in calculated, susceptible limbo. This lack of any blueprint
through narrative dissolution – the fact that the story is not
resolved – is what gives this certain version-of-events its
shrewd acuity and eerie, if not somber, substance.
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Untitled Itza Vilaboy, 2014

Last night I dreamed about my father. He was in the
backyard attending to something over the unlit BBQ spit
when I found him. Crowded around him: the six-seat maple
wood island he built for the kitchen, the one with the cool
pink tiles; a set of bookshelves he built for my walk-in
closet; and the large wood bird-cage where the cockatiels,
Mustard and Ketchup, used to live before they were eaten
by the neighbor’s cat. He was wearing that blue polo shirt
with the stripes and the cigarette burns and his jean
cut-off shorts. The pair he made himself after the Sears
Auto incident. From the time he took me to return a defunct
car battery to the Sears store at the Chula Vista mall, when
he threw a car battery at the sales counter after losing
a dispute with the salesperson, and where it shattered,
scattering battery acid all over his legs and the sales floor,
when I watched the battery acid burn holes through the
denim jeans or at the least cause the lapis blue denim to
bleach white and so created this great tie-dye swirl
(but was that only once the jeans were left to soak for
hours in the tub to dilute the battery acid and then which
had the effect of—the jeans motionlessly floating in the
tub—walking in on my father in the bathroom). Those jean
shorts. And the white high-top Nikes with the Velcro straps
at the ankle that he always wore unfastened. The scene
was something between a garage sale and a dump site.
I approached, wordlessly. His back was to me and he was
concentrating, making a dainty motion with his hand.
He was sprinkling salt on something. Oh, my father was
salting snails again. He must have been tending the tomato
beds, probably.

The mollusc foamed at the opening, exposing its entrails,
protesting the salt at Casa Carthage. It was alive,
that’s for damn sure. Inside crawling, the foam, woolly,
spidery. One, two, three, four snails would die with variety.
What protected them now rejected them and held
them up as goo.
Ronald Reagan’s face made an appearance, welling up
on the surface of the bubbles, slow like sap,
brought to a masturbating glitter.
My tongue curled in on itself, the taste of phlegm
and nightsweat.
“Here you go, Reagan. Have some more salt, Reagan,” my
father cooed. The snails panicked but there was nothing
else to do.

“You want to try one?” He asked.
“No, I am not going to salt the snail,” I said.
“That’s no snail, that’s Ronald Reagan.
Can’t you tell the difference?”
“What?”
“You’re going to have to eat him to give yourself the
chance to shit him out and turn him into something else
before anything else happens. Don’t be stupid, coward.”
I picked up the snail and considered the provocation.

Her stomach lurched violently to the left and she collapsed
to the floor. Foam poured out of her mouth, nostrils, ears,
eyes, vagina, and anus.

Occulted by Clouds: Los Angeles California 1982-2013, 2014
Multispectral Landsat images obtained from the United States Geological Survey
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Kristin Beinner James

Quince, Cabbage, Melon and Cucumber, 2014
Acrylic and wax on cotton
32 x 32 x 1.5 inches (81.2 x 81.2 x 3.8 cm)

Alika Cooper

Top, 2014
Fabric, adhesive, wood
24 x 30 x 1.25 inches (60.9 x 76.2 cm)
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Eduardo Consuegra
Strick House, 1964
1911 La Mesa Drive, Santa Monica, California
Architect: Oscar Neimeyer

Dan Finsel
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Mark Hagen
Love Letter to the Lygias (C.), 2014
Obsidian on titanium sheet anodized with Coke Zero, aluminum frame
18 x 16 x 3 inches (45.72 x 40.64 x 7.62 cm)

Daniel Ingroff
Parrot, 2014
Acrylic on Canvas
54 x 40.5 inches (137 x 102.8 cm)
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Barry Johnston
Dance Book, 2014
Granite, “The sun is the size of one human foot” (Heraclitus)
16 x 24 x 3 inches (40.6 x 60.9 x 7.6 cm)

James Krone
Clock Painting, 2013
Clock and enamel
14.5 x 1.96 inches (36.8 x 4.97 cm)
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Max Maslansky
Pool Boy (Double Bed), 2014
Acrylic on bed sheet
75 x 53 inches (190.5 x 134.6 cm)

Dianna Molzan
Charles Masson for Swid Powell “Bean”/ Dolores del Rio (undated photo)
Clarice Cliff’s Bizarre “Ravel”/ Janice the Muppet (undated photo)
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Laurie Nye
The Crystal Eater, 2014
Oil and acrylic on canvas
55 x 49 inches (139.7 x 124.6 cm)

Amanda Ross-Ho

Found T-shirt Modification,
(SLASH/LADDER), B/W
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Amanda Ross-Ho
Found T-shirt Modification,
(SLASH/LADDER), Color.

Fay Ray
Sarah Connor
Image from Terminator 2: Judgment Day, 1991
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Kathleen Ryan
Pair of Roman Snake Bracelets
Walters Art Museum

Owen Schmit
Go Get In the Water (Charlie), 2014
Color-treated silk and collage over panel
48 x 36 inches (121.9 x 91.4 cm)
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Semi-Tropic Spiritualists

Mary Weatherford
eyes in the heat, 1997
Seashells and paint on jute
10 x 17 inches (25.4 x 43 cm)
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Jonas Wood
Untitled (Large Black Leaves), 2013
Ink on paper
40 x 40 inches (101.6 x 101.6 cm)
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Works in the Exhibition:
Christopher Badger
Occulted by Clouds: Los Angeles California 1982-2013, 2014
Multispectral Landsat images obtained from the
United States Geological Survey
Single channel video
Dimensions variable
Kristin Beinner James
Quince, Cabbage, Melon and Cucumber, 2014
Acrylic and wax on cotton
32 x 32 x 1.5 inches (81.2 x 81.2 x 3.8 cm)
Eduardo Consuegra
Strick House, 2005, 2014
Oil on linen
30 x 24 inches (76.2 x 60.9 cm)
Alika Cooper
Top, 2014
Fabric, adhesive, wood
24 x 30 x 1.25 inches (60.9 x 76.2 cm)
Dan Finsel
Untitled, 2014
Flashe on paper
52 x 27 1/2 inches (132 x 69.8 cm)
Mark Hagen
Vapor Parade, 2014
Diffraction grating film
Dimensions variable
Mark Hagen
To Be Titled (Subtractive Sculpture on Additive Gradient Painting
#3), 2014
Rainbow Obsidian on Titanium sheet anodized with Coke Zero,
in Titanium frame anodized with Coke Zero
35 1/2 x 17 1/2 inches (90.2 x 44.45 cm)
Daniel Ingroff
Parrot, 2014
Acrylic on Canvas
54 x 40.5 inches (137 x 102.8 cm)
Barry Johnston
Dance Book, 2014
Granite, “The sun is the size of one human foot” (Heraclitus)
16 x 24 x 3 inches (40.6 x 60.9 x 7.6 cm)
James Krone
Misty Cherry #8, 2014
Perfume, ink, effigy, and fire on canvas
18 3/4 x 16 3/4 inches (47.6 x 42.4 cm)

Max Maslansky
Pool Boy (Double Bed), 2014
Acrylic on bed sheet
75 x 53 inches (190.5 x 134.6 cm)
Dianna Molzan
Untitled, 2014
Oil on canvas
24 x 20 inches (60.9 x 50.8 cm)
Laurie Nye
The Crystal Eater, 2014
Oil and acrylic on canvas
55 x 49 inches (139.7 x 124.46 cm)
Fay Ray
Hestia, 2014
Plaster, wood, acrylic, chair caning, palm ash
54 x 24 inches (137 x 60.9 cm)
Amanda Ross-Ho
White Rags (SKIES THE LIMIT), 2014
Jersey, rib, thread, fiber reactive dyes
95 x 44 inches (241.3 x 111.6 cm)
Amanda Ross-Ho
Untitled Still Life (FACEPAINT/TWO VIRGINS), 2014
Sheetrock, acrylic paint, graphite, ‘tie-dye” three-hole folder, vintage wallpaper, found images, acrylic on bond paper, laser prints,
acrylic on nitrile glove, aluminum thumbtacks, plastic thumbtacks,
maptacks, linen tape
41 x 32 inches (104 x 81.3 cm)
Katie Ryan
More is More Snake Bracelets, 2014
Concrete, rebar
45 x 48 x 45 inches (114.3 x 121.9 x 114.3 cm)
Semi-Tropic Spiritualists
Semi-Tropic Spiritualist Test Site No. 4, 2013–14
Felt banners, wood banner stands and tables, bells, cards,
and performance
Dimensions variable
Owen Schmit
Go Get In the Water (Charlie), 2014
Color-treated silk and collage over panel
48 x 36 inches (121.9 x 91.4 cm)
Mary Weatherford
eyes in the heat, 1997
Seashells and paint on jute
10 x 17 inches (25.4 x 43 cm)
Jonas Wood
Untitled (Large Black Leaves), 2013
Ink on paper
40 x 40 inches (101.6 x 101.6 cm)
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